INTRODUCTION
============

Transcription of the DNA to synthesize RNA starts with the sequence-specific formation of an initiation complex at promoter sites. Transcription initiation is a multistep process catalyzed by the RNA polymerase (RNAP) that begins with the recognition of the promoter sequence, the formation of competent initiation complex, and the synthesis of initial short transcript, followed by transition to the elongation phase ([@gkr736-B1]). Disrupting several base-pairs around the start site is critical for the formation of pre-initiation open complex, which enables the search for correct nucleotides for RNA synthesis by base-pairing. Promoter melting by the well-studied single-subunit T7 RNA polymerase is synchronized on base-pairs adjacent to the transcription start site and does not require other factors ([@gkr736-B2]). In comparison, promoter melting by bacterial, archaeal, or eukaryotic multi-subunit RNAPs is a multi-step isomerization process, requiring coordinated actions between the core catalytic unit and accessory protein factors that are not necessarily synchronized ([@gkr736-B3],[@gkr736-B4]). Although the kinetics of initial promoter binding and opening steps has been studied for various transcription systems ([@gkr736-B2],[@gkr736-B5; @gkr736-B6; @gkr736-B7]), little is known about the dynamics of the open complex. Hence, our understanding of how this process is regulated by the core RNA polymerase and transcription factors is limited.

Studies of the relatively simple transcription system of the mitochondria can be used to understand the interplay of the core RNAP and transcription factors. Mitochondrial RNA polymerases from yeast to human are homologous to those encoded by bacteriophages T3 and T7 ([@gkr736-B8; @gkr736-B9; @gkr736-B10]) with the major difference that they require accessory proteins for transcription initiation ([@gkr736-B11; @gkr736-B12; @gkr736-B13]). Yeast (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) mitochondrial RNAP, Rpo41, can initiate transcription by itself on supercoiled or pre-melted templates ([@gkr736-B14]), but needs the transcription factor, Mtf1, for sequence-specific transcription initiation on duplex promoter ([@gkr736-B15],[@gkr736-B16]). Similarly, specific transcription initiation on human mitochondrial genome promoters LSP and HSP1 requires both the human mitochondrial RNAP, POLRMT, and the specific factor, TFB2M, an analog of Mtf1 ([@gkr736-B17]). 2-aminopurine fluorescence and protein--DNA cross-linking studies indicate that Mtf1 interacts with the entire nonanucleotide consensus sequence including the melted region of the promoter and facilitates promoter opening ([@gkr736-B18; @gkr736-B19; @gkr736-B20]). From these studies, it was suggested that Mtf1 contributed to promoter opening by trapping the melted non-template strand. Similar role of stabilizing the open complex has been suggested for the initiation factors TFE in archaea ([@gkr736-B21; @gkr736-B22; @gkr736-B23]) and TFIIE in eukaryote ([@gkr736-B24],[@gkr736-B25]). However, the mechanisms by which these transcription factors facilitate promoter opening is unclear. For example, it is not known whether the transcription factors nucleate promoter opening or simply stabilize the open complex. Also, the conformational dynamics of the pre-initiation complex and how it is affected by the initiation factors remain uncharacterized.

The pre-initiation open complex of the single-subunit T7 RNAP is unstable and it collapses back to the closed form competing against successful initiation ([@gkr736-B2],[@gkr736-B26]). This instability was proposed to be the kinetic mechanism that allows the polymerase to achieve promoter specificity while still allowing efficient promoter release ([@gkr736-B26]). Similar instability of the open complex has been reported for the *Escherichia coli* RNAP ([@gkr736-B27]). In the above systems and mitochondrial RNAP as well, the initiating NTPs play an important role and regulate transcription by stabilizing the open complex and promoting forward reaction ([@gkr736-B28; @gkr736-B29; @gkr736-B30]). Based on the observation that the *K*~m~ for ATP, the initiating nucleotide for the yeast mitochondrial transcription, correlates with *in vivo* transcript level for a variety of promoters, an ATP sensing mechanism was proposed for the yeast mitochondria ([@gkr736-B31]), by which ATP concentration regulates transcription. However, the mechanism for ATP sensing has not been established.

In this study, we have used single molecule Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (smFRET) ([@gkr736-B32]) to investigate the roles of the core subunit Rpo41 and the transcription factor Mtf1 in transcription initiation. smFRET has been used previously to study transcription initiation by *E. coli* RNAP ([@gkr736-B33]) and T7 RNAP ([@gkr736-B34],[@gkr736-B35]). Here we show that the pre-initiation complex oscillates between the bent/open and unbent/closed conformations whether Mtf1 is present or not, showing that Rpo41 has the intrinsic ability to bend the promoter. Mtf1 facilitates promoter opening by both increasing the opening rate and decreasing the closing rate, which indicates that it both nucleates promoter opening and stabilizes the open complex. The initiating nucleotide has a marked effect on the dynamics and further prolongs the lifetime of the open conformation, which provides a plausible explanation for the ATP sensing mechanism. We discovered a short-lived open intermediate that is formed in the presence of Mtf1 before the establishment of the opening/closing equilibrium, which may aid in promoter selection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Preparation of Rpo41, Mtf1, and DNA templates
---------------------------------------------

Proteins were expressed and purified as described earlier ([@gkr736-B19]). DNA oligos were custom-synthesized and purified by HPLC (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA, USA).

Vesicle encapsulation
---------------------

Encapsulation in lipid vesicles was performed as described earlier ([@gkr736-B36]). Lipid films were prepared by mixing 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-*N*-(Cap Biotinyl) with dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) dissolved in chloroform (1:100 molar ratio) and gently drying with nitrogen gas. The lipids were hydrated with buffer containing 10 mM Tris--acetate, pH 7.5 and 50 mM sodium chloride. Lipid solution was repeatedly frozen in liquid nitrogen and thawed seven times. DNA template was incubated with proteins as necessary at room temperature for 1 min in the protein buffer, which contains 50 mM Tris--acetate, pH 7.5, 100 mM potassium glutamate and 10 mM magnesium acetate. These solutions were mixed 1:1 in volume so that the mixture has 12.5 mg/ml lipids and 400 nM DNA. It was extruded through track-etched membrane with 200 nm holes (Whatman, catalog number 800281) seven times to induce encapsulation.

Single molecule detection and analysis
--------------------------------------

We used total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy for imaging as described previously ([@gkr736-B36]). We immobilized lipid vesicles or DNA template directly on polyethylene glycol coated quartz slide using biotin-neutravidin interaction. Imaging buffer contained 1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 0.04 mg/ml catalase, 0.8% dextrose, and saturated trolox (\~3 mM), in addition to the protein buffer. From the fluorescence intensity measured by EMCCD camera, we calculated FRET efficiency defined with leakage correction as *E*~FRET~ = (*I~A~* − 0.08 × *I~D~*)/(*I~D~* + *I~A~*) where *I~D~* and *I~A~* are the measured intensity of the donor and acceptor, respectively.

RESULTS
=======

Initiation complex exhibits opening--closing dynamics
-----------------------------------------------------

We designed a 20 bp DNA ([Figure 1](#gkr736-F1){ref-type="fig"}A), with the mitochondrial 14S rRNA sequence from −12 to +8, labeled with tetramethylrhodamine as the donor (D) and Alexa Fluor 647 as the acceptor (A) fluorescent probes at the 5′-ends of the non-template and template strand, respectively. Rpo41-Mtf1 can bind to such a short template tightly at sub-nanomolar dissociation constant with 1:1 stoichiometry, melt the duplex, and efficiently initiate specific transcription initiation in the presence of nucleotides ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)). Extending the template such as to −25 and +20 did not enhance the binding affinity of Rpo41 and Mtf1. These results suggest that the −12/+8 template retains specific interactions with the Rpo41-Mtf1 heterodimer important for transcription initiation. Figure 1.smFRET titration of the promoter with Rpo41-Mtf1 inside lipid vesicles. (**A**) Schematic of surface-immobilized vesicles containing the initiation complex. Below is the design of promoter template. Promoter sequence (−8 to +1) is shown in bold. Transcription start site is defined as +1. Melting region (−4 to +2) is underlined. (**B**) Change of smFRET histogram upon adding proteins as indicated. DNA concentration was kept at 400 nM during vesicle preparation which corresponds to roughly one molecule in the volume of 200 nm diameter sphere. Protein concentration is represented as multiples of DNA concentration. (**C**) Change of the fraction of high FRET population as a function of the molar ratio of (Rpo41 + Mtf1)/DNA.

To minimize hindrance from surface immobilization, we used lipid vesicles with 200 nm diameter to encapsulate and immobilize the molecules. The promoter DNA was encapsulated with or without proteins and smFRET values from individual surface-immobilized vesicles were measured. The FRET efficiency histogram of DNA alone shows a peak at 0.22 ([Figure 1](#gkr736-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Each histogram was built by analyzing vesicles showing single photobleaching steps for both fluorophores and each count represents signal acquired for 100 ms. Upon co-encapsulation with excess Rpo41, we observed an emerging peak at a higher FRET efficiency of 0.28, consistent with a decrease in the D-A distance and a slight bend of the DNA. Mtf1 alone did not induce any noticeable FRET change. When we added a mixture of Rpo41 and Mtf1, we observed a clearly separated FRET peak with a much higher efficiency of 0.68, indicating a much greater decrease in D--A distance.

The high FRET state population as a function of the molar ratio of the proteins to the DNA follows a simple titration curve with inflection close to 1:1 ([Figure 1](#gkr736-F1){ref-type="fig"}C), consistent with the 1:1 complex formation between Rpo41-Mtf1 and DNA in the transcription complex. A control DNA template with a random sequence did not show any FRET change ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)), confirming that sequence-specific interaction with Rpo41-Mtf1 is responsible for the FRET change observed with the promoter template. Note that even at saturating protein concentration within vesicles, there remains a small low FRET population ([Figure 1](#gkr736-F1){ref-type="fig"}B and C). This means that some DNAs are not affected by the proteins or each complex populates the low FRET state for a certain fraction of time.

Single molecule time traces provide a direct measure of the dynamic behavior of each complex ([Figure 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). In the presence of Rpo41 alone, the complex remains mainly in the low FRET state but makes rare and brief excursions to the high FRET state (more examples in [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)). The transient high FRET state has the same FRET level as the high FRET state found in Rpo41-Mtf1-DNA complex, suggesting that Rpo41 alone can bend the DNA to a similar geometry, but with a low frequency. It is not evident yet whether the DNA is also open in this short-lived bent conformation. Adding both Rpo41 and Mtf1 stabilizes the high FRET state, but we still see frequent fluctuations to the low FRET state ([Figure 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}A), which is consistent with the residual low FRET population seen at saturating protein concentration ([Figure 1](#gkr736-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Based on the previous 2-aminopurine fluorescence studies that showed DNA melting with Rpo41-Mtf1 ([@gkr736-B19]), we propose that the sharply bent DNA with both proteins is also melted, hence we refer to the high FRET state as bent/open and the low FRET state as unbent/closed. If so, the FRET dynamics observed would represent the promoter opening--closing transition of the pre-initiation complex which we further confirmed as follows. Figure 2.Opening--closing dynamics revealed in single molecule traces and regulation of the dynamics by Mtf1 and NTPs. (**A**) Representative single molecule traces for each condition. Rpo41 only: 10× higher concentration of Rpo41 (4 µM) than DNA (400 nM). Rpo41/Mtf1: same concentration as DNA. (**B**) Dwell time histograms of complexes with both Rpo41 and Mtf1 constructed from 484 molecules. (**C**) Comparison of the unbending/closing rate (high to low FRET) and the bending/opening rate (low to high FRET) between Rpo41 only and Rpo41/Mtf1. 255 molecules for Rpo41 only and 484 molecules for Rpo41/Mtf1 were used. Closing rate of Rpo41 only and opening rate of Rpo41/Mtf1 were obtained by fitting the dwell time distribution with single exponential excluding first two bins because there will be missed events. Opening rate of Rpo41 only and closing rate of Rpo41/Mtf1 were obtained by dividing total dwell time with total number of transitions because the dwell time is comparable to the photobleaching lifetime of the dyes, which will bias exponential fitting toward smaller time constant. (**D**) Change of closing and opening rates upon adding nucleotides. Number of traces analyzed to obtain each value was 484, 477, 500, and 554, from left to right. Same method of analysis was used as described in (C) for Rpo41/Mtf1. The measurements were repeated with two independent sample preparations and the rate constants showed \< 10% of variation. (**E**) Proposed model to explain the suppression of closing upon nucleotide addition.

Two other possible origins for the observed FRET fluctuations were considered: (i) the instability of short DNA duplex and (ii) protein binding and dissociation. To rule out the effects of DNA instability, we designed a longer template ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)), −20 to +10 with the fluorophores at each end. The overall FRET efficiency was lower due to the longer D--A distance, but the complexes exhibited similar fluctuating behavior as seen in the example traces ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)). Transition rates in both directions are comparable to those of the 20 bp DNA. With Rpo41 alone, the 30 bp DNA also shows similar bending trials to those of the 20 bp DNA ([Supplementary Figure S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)). The unbending rate is comparable to that of the minimal template. The bending rate is higher for this longer template possibly due to multiple Rpo41 interacting with one DNA.

In order to test if the fluctuations are due to protein binding and dissociation, we measured the opening rate (low to high FRET) by exponential fitting of the low FRET dwell time at different protein concentrations ([Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)). If the transition to the low FRET state were due to protein dissociation, we would expect the opening rate to increase with increasing protein concentration, which was not observed. On the contrary, we observed a slight decrease of the opening rate at 10 times higher protein concentration, possibly due to multiple polymerases interacting with one template. More direct evidence was provided by washing away free proteins in the solution ([Supplementary Figure S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)). Using a DNA template that could be tethered to the surface, we were able to remove free proteins in solution. The remaining DNA/protein complexes still showed the same fluctuating behavior and their opening and closing rates were very close to those of vesicle-encapsulated complexes.

These results indicate that the dynamics is an inherent property of the promoter-protein complex. We assign the observed promoter dynamics to the opening and closing transitions of the transcription bubble based on the following observations: (i) The DNA fluctuates to the same low FRET level as bare duplex DNA. (ii) Addition of the initiating nucleotide decreases the transition rate to the low FRET state without affecting the transition rate to the high FRET state (see below). (iii) Higher temperature (from 22°C to 37°C) or lower salt concentrations (from 100 to 10 mM potassium phosphate or from 10 to 1 mM magnesium chloride), all of which would stabilize the melted DNA structure, resulted in 2--3 times decrease in the transition rate to the low FRET state ([Supplementary Figure S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)).

The dynamic behavior demonstrates the reversibility of the pre-initiation open complex ([@gkr736-B2],[@gkr736-B26],[@gkr736-B27]) and the single molecule method allows us to determine the transition rates. We analyzed several hundred molecules to create dwell time distributions of the low and high FRET states. These distributions show close to exponential decay implying that there is a single rate-limiting step for each transition ([Figure 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The DNA bending/opening rate, *k*~opening~, by Rpo41 alone was 0.0052 s^−1^ and this increased to 2.8 s^−1^ in the presence of Mtf1. The DNA unbending/closing rate, *k*~closing~, was 3.0 s^−1^ with Rpo41 alone and it decreased to 0.066 s^−1^ in the presence of Mtf1. Therefore, compared to Rpo41 alone, the presence of both Rpo41 and Mtf1 increases *k*~opening~ by \~500-fold and decreases the *k*~closing~ by \~45-fold. From the ratios of *k*~opening~ and *k*~closing~, we can determine that Mtf1 stabilizes the bent/open complex by \~23,000-fold, which is equivalent to \~10*k*T binding free energy contribution from Mtf1.

Initiating nucleotide slows down promoter closing
-------------------------------------------------

Next, we investigated how ATP, the initiating nucleotide for Rpo41 in yeast mitochondria, affects the dynamics of pre-initiation complex. In order to limit the number of nucleotides inserted, we used 3′-deoxy nucleotide analogs, which can bind at +1 and +2 templating positions, but cannot react to make the 2-mer RNA. The lipid vesicle made with DMPC is porous at room temperature and permeable to small molecules such as nucleotides ([@gkr736-B36]). Addition of the incorrect nucleotide, 3′-dUTP, to the Rpo41-Mtf1-DNA did not change the transition rates. In contrast, addition of the correct nucleotide, 3′-dATP, at 100 µM reduced *k*~closing~ from 0.066 to 0.029 s^−1^, without affecting *k*~opening~ ([Figure 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}A and D). 1 mM 3′-dATP resulted in a further decrease of *k*~closing~ to 0.016. Similar effects of 3′-dATP were also observed with the 30 bp template ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)).

The above results reveal the mechanism of how the correct initiating nucleotide can aid transcription initiation by extending the lifetime of the open complex so that the complex can proceed to the subsequent steps. The fact that the initial transcribing complex is still dynamic and the frequency of fluctuation in individual molecules depends on the nucleotide concentration implies that the initiating nucleotide leaves and re-enters the complex frequently. A simple model shows how the nucleotide insertion could be coupled with the promoter opening/closing dynamics ([Figure 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}E). Relative closing rate at a given nucleotide concentration is determined by the ratio of *k*~in~ and *k*~out~, which are the rate constants of nucleotide's entering and leaving the open complex.

Rpo41 alone forms a stable open complex on pre-melted promoter
--------------------------------------------------------------

Rpo41 alone can initiate transcription efficiently on a pre-melted promoter prepared by introducing base changes in the non-template sequence around the initiation region ([@gkr736-B14]). We designed a 20 bp pre-melted DNA ([Figure 3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}A) with a mismatched sequence (−4 to +2) to examine the dynamics of this particular initiation complex. In contrast to the duplex promoter for which the bent/open state was rarely populated with Rpo41 alone, the pre-melted promoter showed an almost complete shift to the high FRET state with Rpo41 alone ([Figure 3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}C and E). The pre-melted promoter bound to Rpo41 still made transient excursions to a low FRET state, which we interpret as unbending without Rpo41 dissociation. This low FRET state exhibits a FRET value (0.15) lower than that of the free DNA (0.23), which indicates that the fluctuating low FRET state has a DNA geometry different from that of the free pre-melted form. The unbending rate of the Rpo41-pre-melted DNA complex is 0.14 s^−1^ ([Figure 3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}F), which is \~20 times lower than the *k*~closing~ of the Rpo41-duplex promoter complex, whereas its bending rate of 2.8 s^−1^ ([Figure 3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}G) is \~500-fold higher than the *k*~opening~ of the Rpo41-duplex promoter complex. In fact, the bending and unbending rates of the pre-melted promoter Rpo41 alone were close to *k*~opening~ and *k*~closing~ of the duplex promoter with Rpo41 and Mtf1 (compare [Figures 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}C, [3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}F and G), suggesting that Mtf1 lowers the energy barrier against promoter bending/melting and thus disrupts the melting region (−4 to +2) of the duplex promoter. Figure 3.Bending-unbending dynamics of pre-melted promoter. (**A**) Design of the pre-melted template with mismatches at −4 to +2 positions. (**B--D**) Example traces of DNA only, DNA + Rpo41, and DNA + Rpo41/Mtf1, respectively. All samples were prepared as equimolar mixture and incubated at room temperature for 1 min before vesicle encapsulation. (**E**) smFRET histograms of (B--D). With Rpo41, small population exists at low FRET, which is much suppressed by the addition of Mtf1. (**F**) Comparing the unbending rate between Rpo41 and Rpo41/Mtf1 reveals \~60-fold difference. It is 0.14 ± 0.01 s^−1^ with Rpo41 alone and 0.0023 ± 0.0005 s^−1^ with both Rpo41 and Mtf1. (**G**) Bending rate can be determined from the dwell time distribution of the low FRET state. It does not show significant change upon Mtf1 addition.

When we added both Rpo41 and Mtf1 to the pre-melted DNA, the unbending rate decreased to 0.0023 s^−1^, which is \~60-fold lower compared to Rpo41 alone ([Figure 3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}D and F). Therefore, Mtf1 plays an additional role of raising the barrier against promoter unbending. The bending rate, on the other hand, was not significantly influenced by Mtf1 ([Figure 3](#gkr736-F3){ref-type="fig"}G). Our data overall provide direct evidence that Rpo41 has the intrinsic ability to induce the bent/open conformation, but it is ineffective in maintaining the open state. Mtf1 facilitates promoter opening by both lowering the energy barrier against promoter opening and raising the barrier against promoter closing.

Instability of the initially open promoter
------------------------------------------

The dwell times of both the open and closed states follow an exponential distribution once an equilibrium is established ([Figure 2](#gkr736-F2){ref-type="fig"}B), indicating one major rate-liming step in each direction. However, multiple steps have been observed during the initial promoter opening process in other RNAPs ([@gkr736-B2],[@gkr736-B5; @gkr736-B6; @gkr736-B7]). Thus, the initial promoter opening dynamics immediately after proteins bind the DNA may be different from that observed at equilibrium. To monitor the initial opening process, we designed another DNA construct with the same 20-mer sequence but with a 5′ single-stranded overhang in the template strand that can be specifically tethered to the surface ([Figure 4](#gkr736-F4){ref-type="fig"}A). By flowing in a mixture of Rpo41 and Mtf1 into the imaging chamber while recording the fluorescence signals, we could observe the initial promoter opening events in real time. Time traces showed a single-step increase of FRET followed by repeated opening-closing transitions ([Figure 4](#gkr736-F4){ref-type="fig"}B and C). Interestingly, the first high FRET state has a much shorter average lifetime (*t*~1~ in [Figure 4](#gkr736-F4){ref-type="fig"}C) than the average lifetime determined after the equilibrium is established ([Figure 4](#gkr736-F4){ref-type="fig"}E). More examples showing such transient melting trials are listed in [Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1). Figure 4.Instability of the initially open promoter. (**A**) Schematic of surface-tethered template shown with protein mixture being flown in. (**B**) Typical time trace showing successful promoter opening. (**C**) Typical time trace demonstrating transient opening trial in the beginning. (**D**) Time evolution of FRET distribution obtained from 177 molecules when 100 nM Rpo41/Mtf1 was flowed in. Lower plot was synchronized at the moment of FRET exceeding 0.45. (**E**) Lifetime distributions of the first open state, *t*~1~ in (C), and the equilibrium open state.

The above results indicate that Rpo41-Mtf1 forms an initial high FRET state that is different from the high FRET state visited at equilibrium. The initial high FRET state is less stable and collapses faster to the closed conformation. In order to identify the FRET level of this state, we constructed the time evolution of FRET density by overlapping the traces ([Figure 4](#gkr736-F4){ref-type="fig"}D). From the moment of protein addition, the high FRET population grows rapidly in the unsynchronized plot. As we synchronize the traces at the moment of FRET exceeding a threshold of 0.45, we observe a single-step increase of FRET but no additional FRET level for the initial open state distinct from that of the equilibrium open state. The distribution of the time gap between the first two opening events (*t*~2~ in [Figure 4](#gkr736-F4){ref-type="fig"}C) does not depend on the protein concentrations ([Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1)), indicating that in most cases the proteins remain bound between opening events. These results indicate that the DNA can be readily bent upon protein binding, but the initial bent intermediate is less stable than the open state at equilibrium. Perhaps, Rpo41-Mtf1 is positioned incorrectly in the initial bent intermediate or the DNA is opened at wrong positions, which then corrects itself by rapid closing and reopening without dissociation. Thus, the initial transient opening trials may represent attempts to form the proper pre-initiation complex at the promoter site. Another possibility is that the short-lived high FRET state represents one of the intermediate states in the initiation pathway and it is reversible as suggested by multiple short-lived states in several examples shown in [Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr736/DC1).

DISCUSSION
==========

We have characterized the dynamics of pre-initiation and initially transcribing complexes of the yeast mitochondrial transcription machinery. This study enabled us to investigate the roles of the core subunit Rpo41 and the transcription factor Mtf1 in transcription initiation. Rpo41 alone does not catalyze promoter-specific transcription from duplex promoter and it is believed that this is because Rpo41 by itself cannot open the promoter. However, our smFRET time traces show that Rpo41 alone has the ability to at least bend and possibly open the promoter with detectable frequency. But, even if the promoter is open in this state, its lifetime is too short and transcription initiation by Rpo41 alone may not be kinetically feasible.

Upon addition of Mtf1, the bending transition becomes more frequent and the Rpo41-Mtf1-DNA complex stays in the high FRET state with a longer lifetime. The mechanism by which Mtf1 promotes open complex formation was not known. Our results clearly show that Mtf1 increases the DNA bending rate and decreases the unbending rate, which indicates that Mtf1 both facilitates promoter bending and stabilizes the bend complex. Recent studies have shown that Mtf1 contacts the promoter DNA bound to Rpo41 ([@gkr736-B18],[@gkr736-B20]). Hence, Mtf1 may nucleate DNA bending/opening by direct interaction with the DNA, although it remains to be determined if Mtf1 makes sequence-specific contacts with the promoter DNA.

When the promoter is pre-melted, Rpo41 initiates transcription without Mtf1 ([@gkr736-B14]). We have shown that Rpo41 forms the high FRET state on its own on the pre-melted promoter. This explains the promoter-specific transcription activity of Rpo41 on pre-melted promoter. Moreover, our results suggest that the structure of the open complex, especially the bending angle, is likely to be determined largely by the interaction of Rpo41 with DNA. When Mtf1 was added to the pre-initiation open complex of the pre-melted DNA, the unbending rate was lowered by \~60-fold compared to the normal duplex DNA. Thus, Mtf1 further stabilizes the bent conformation of the pre-melted promoter, which is consistent with the suggested role of Mtf1 as interacting with the melted DNA strand and trapping the complex in the bent/open state ([@gkr736-B18]). We expect that the increased stability of the pre-melted promoter in the presence of Mtf1 may inhibit the release of Mtf1 that is required to make the transition from initiation to elongation ([@gkr736-B37]). This is consistent with the observation that the synthesis of longer RNA products is inhibited on pre-melted promoter in the presence of Mtf1 ([@gkr736-B14]).

The frequent FRET fluctuations due to DNA opening and closing imply the reversibility of the pre-initiation complex. Reversibility of the pre-initiation open complex has been postulated as a mechanism for correctly locating the promoter sequence in several different transcription machineries ([@gkr736-B2],[@gkr736-B26],[@gkr736-B27]). When we measured promoter dynamics immediately after adding the proteins, we detected an initial unstable intermediate that underwent rapid closing transition. We propose that this initial bent intermediate could represent incorrect positioning of the promoter, which then corrects itself by rapid closing and reopening. Thus, the reversibility could be beneficial in searching for the correct promoter sequence and not transcribing at wrong positions. Only the DNA sequence that can form a stable open complex would be long-lived to recruit the initiating nucleotides before the DNA closes. This may work as a mechanism utilized by the transcription system in locating the promoter sites with minimal errors. Once the correct NTPs are bound, the fluctuation decreases and the complex will stay longer in the open transcribing state.

RNAP regulation by the initiating nucleotide had been shown for T7, bacterial, and mitochondrial RNAP ([@gkr736-B26],[@gkr736-B28; @gkr736-B29; @gkr736-B30; @gkr736-B31]). The +1 site of mitochondrial promoter is highly conserved for ATP addition ([@gkr736-B38]) and the *K*~m~ for this initial nucleotide is higher than the subsequent nucleotides by an order of magnitude, leading to the proposal of an ATP sensing mechanism inherent in the transcription machinery of yeast mitochondria ([@gkr736-B31]). Our observation that the correct initiating nucleotide decreases the unbending/closing transition presents a possible structural mechanism for ATP sensing: the inserted nucleotide interferes with the DNA duplex re-zipping or locks the complex in the open conformation. Then, this significantly raises the chance of transcription initiation by suppressing the promoter closing and the dissociation of Rpo41-Mtf1 from the promoter. In our measurements, the initiating ATP did not affect the bending/opening rate, but only decreased the unbending/closing rate in a concentration-dependent manner, suggesting that ATP can enter the complex only in the open state and the complex is able to close only when the ATP leaves it. Based on these observed kinetics of the structural transitions, our results provide an explanation for the ATP sensing mechanism.

It would be interesting to investigate whether the dynamics of pre-initiation open complex and its regulation by initiating nucleotides also exist in the transcription machinery of the mammalian mitochondria. In the early model, specific transcription initiation in human and other mammalian mitochondria was believed to require the coordinated actions of POLRMT, TFB2M, and a High-Mobility-Group (HMG) box protein, TFAM, which is different from the two-component transcription system of the yeast mitochondria ([@gkr736-B39; @gkr736-B40; @gkr736-B41; @gkr736-B42]). With its ability of binding and bending a DNA region of 14--35 bp upstream of promoters LSP and HSP1, TFAM was proposed to assist in the recruitment of POLRMT-TFB2M to the promoter and the initial melting of the promoter ([@gkr736-B43]). Its yeast analog, Abf2, is not required for yeast mitochondrial transcription and instead functions in genome packaging and maintenance ([@gkr736-B44],[@gkr736-B45]). A most recent study, however, strongly argued against TFAM as a requisite of the human transcription machinery at least for *in vitro* transcription initiation on either LSP or HSP1 promoters ([@gkr736-B17]). In such a new two-component human mitochondrial transcription complex, POLRMT and TFB2M could act as a heterodimer like the Rpo41-Mtf1 complex by working coordinately to recognize the promoter sequence and to form a dynamic pre-initiation open complex that is responsive to initiating nucleotides. Further investigations are required to address these questions.

We have demonstrated smFRET as a powerful tool to directly observe the dynamics of transcription initiation in the two-component yeast mitochondrial transcription system. The method can be applied to further understand how the core RNAP and transcription factor select the specific promoter site by studying the DNA dynamics on promoter variants. Our study may provide a framework to investigate more complicated protein--DNA dynamics in multi-subunit transcription systems. For example, it can be extended to explore the archaeal and eukaryotic transcription systems to observe how TFE and TFIIE modulate the conformational dynamics of the pre-initiation complex.
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